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Abstract—For better solving the problem of multi-terminal 

fault location in the distribution network, this paper proposes a 

new fault location method based on Strong Tracking Filter (STF) 

and Parameter Adaptive Differential Evolution Algorithm 

(PADEA), which can be applied to asynchronous sampling 

systems. STF is adopted for real-time fundamental wave 

amplitudes’ extraction of voltage and current. STF  can achieve 

the  fast track of  power parameters’ mutation, and also make 

the construction of the Distributed Generators’ (DG) impedance 

model more accurate. On the basis of the establishment of 

impedance model and fault feature analysis, the fault feature 

value is defined by using only the amplitude of signals 

measured at the measurement points without introducing the 

phase angle, which can avoid the introduction of the sampling 

error radically. PADEA is adopted in the precise fault location 

part. The use of PADEA can improve the simulation efficiency 

and result accuracy. Simulation results in MATLAB/Simulink 

show that the method proposed in this paper has advantages of 

high accuracy and strong robustness. 
 
Index Terms—Strong Tracking Filter (STF), fault location, 

Parameter Adaptive Differential Evolution Algorithm (PADEA), 

asynchronous sampling 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The research on fault location has always been an 

important issue for the power system [1]. Most of the 

present fault location methods can only be applied in 

synchronous sampling systems without taking the error of 

actual signals into account. Fault recorders are connected 

to the Internet in distribution system, though the measured 

data can’t meet the required synchronous condition. In 

recent years, most asynchronous fault location methods 

adopted the way of constructing and solving nonlinear 

optimal equations. And existing methods which are 

suitable for asynchronous sampling system mostly focus 

on how to eliminate the synchronous angle, such as 

constructing nonlinear equations [2]-[4], estimating or 

eliminating the asynchronous angle [5], [6]. However, 

these methods can’t eliminate entirely the influence of 

asynchronous angle on fault location result radically.  

To solve the above-mentioned problem, this paper 

presents a new fault location method applied to 
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asynchronous sampling system based on STF and PADEA. 

II. FAULT CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF 

DISTRIBUTION N ON IMPEDANCE 

MODEL 

A. The Establishment of Distribution Network Impedance 

Model 

According to the topological structure and 

corresponding parameters of the system, the node 

admittance matrix of system is shown in (1), which can be 

obtained by [7]. 
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Here, Ynn is the self-impedance of the n
th

 node; Ynm is 

the mutual impedance between the n
th

 node and the m
th

 

node. 

The three-phase unbalanced node admittance equation 

[8] of the distribution network with n nodes is shown in (2). 
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are the three-phase node 

voltages and injection currents of the ith node. 

The node impedance matrix and the node admittance 

matrix are mutually inverse matrix.  

Thus, a three-phase impedance model which considers 

the asymmetry of the distribution network with DG has 

been established. 

B. Fault Feature Analysis 

Assuming that the number of power points including 

one main source and DGs is m, the power points are 

respectively defined as (1), (2) ( )BS BS BS m , the fault 

location is at jth node, the voltage and injection current of 

each power point can be measured. The pre-fault measured 
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voltage vectors at each power point are respectively 

defined as (1), (2) ( )BS BS BSV V V m , and the measured 

voltage vectors at each power point in fault are respectively 

defined as (1), (2) ( )BS BS BSV V V m   . 

Each fault voltage components V  generated by short 

circuit current vector fjI  at the fault node is shown in the 

formula (3). 
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                (3) 

In (3), the fault voltage component iV can be 

calculated by the difference between the voltage vector in 

fault and pre fault shown as (5). 

j
th
 node can be calculated 

through (4-5).  

                           ( 1,2 )i ij fjV Z I i m                         (4) 

                       

' ( ) ( )
( ) ( 1,2 )BS BS

fj

ij

V i V i
I i i m

Z


          (5) 

Here, j represents the location number of the assumed 

fault point; i represents the location number of the 

measurement point. 

Because the fault currents calculated by fault voltage 

component at different power measuring points should be 

the same vector, the cumulative error between the fault 

current calculated by different power supplies is defined as 

the fault feature value, as shown in (6).  

                            
1

1

( ) ( ) ( 1)
m

fj fj

i

E j I i I i




                     (6)  

However, the vector will introduce the asynchronous 

angle between different measurements. To avoid the 

asynchronous influence, the calculation of current phasors 

in (6) can be changed to magnitude calculation as the 

phasors are approximately equal and then the magnitudes 

of the signals will also be approximately equal.  
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                            (7)  

According to the electrical network theory, the fault 

current at fault point calculated by one power source is 

equal to that calculated by another one. When the assumed 

fault point is exactly the point of the actual failure, the fault 

feature value should be smallest among all calculated 

feature value. Hence, a node with the smallest feature 

value is the associated node of fault branch. As the clock at 

the same measurement point is the same, there is not any 

asynchronous problem.  

 

III. FAULT LOCATION IN DISTRIBUTED NETWORK WITH 

DG BASED ON PADEA 

A two-step method is given in this paper, which 

includes fault area location based on the enumeration 

method and fault precise location based on PADEA.  

A. Fault Area Location Method Based on STF 

1) Real-time extraction of voltage fundamental phase 

based on STF 

Strong tracking filter (STF) [9], [10] is adopted in this 

method for real-time extraction of fundamental wave’s 

phase and amplitude of voltage and current, and to fast 

track the power parameters mutation, which makes the DG 

impedance model and the location results more accurate. 

Discrete form of single phase voltage signal can be 

expressed as 

     
1

sin , 1,2
N

k n n s n k

n

y A k T v N 


   
          

(8) 

Here, nA and n  is respectively the n-th sinusoidal 

component amplitude and initial phase angle in single-

phase voltage signal. n  is the frequency of the n-th 

sinusoidal component, sT  is sampling time interval, kv is 

the white Gaussian noise added to the single phase voltage. 

Assumes that the single phase voltage signal contains 

only fundamental component, equation (8) can be 

simplified as follows: 
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(9) 

The state variable of voltage signal is defined as  
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Here, 1 is fundamental frequency; 1A  is the 

fundamental amplitude, 1  is the fundamental initial phase. 

Therefore, the nonlinear state space description of 

voltage signal is given by (11). 
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Here:    1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1; (x )
T T

k k k k k kx x x x f x x x x x  ,

 0 0.5 0.5H j j  . Excitation process noise kw  and 

measurement noise kv  satisfy the condition in [10]. 

When voltage signal contains harmonic components, 

state variables can be expanded. For example, if voltage 

signal contains the fifth harmonic, (12) can be added to the 

state variables defined in (10). 
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STF can recursively estimate the state variables defined 

in (10), the process is shown below. 

1. Prediction stage. This step is to calculate the value of 

the state prediction and covariance matrix of the prediction 

error. 

The value of the state prediction is  

                                   k k k
x f x




1|ˆ ˆ                          (13) 

The covariance matrix of the prediction error is 
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is 

suboptimal fading factor. It is calculated as follows: 
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where  tr is the matrix trace operator,   1  is a 

selected weakening factor, k
V

1 is the covariance matrix of 

the actual output residuals, it is unknown in practice, and 

can be estimated by (16). 
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Here, 0 1   is forgetting factor, and 

generally 0.95  ; +1k k k k
y y
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1k 

      Calculate suboptimal fading factor
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Calculate the covariance matrix of the prediction 

error 1k k
P
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error 1kP 
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1kx





State prediction value 
1k kx
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Calculation 
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the STF-based fundamental phase real-time extracting method for single-phase grid voltage. 

2. Updating stage. This step is to calculate the 

constructed gain matrix, and update the state estimation 

value and the covariance matrix of estimation error. 

The gain matrix is  

                  
1

1 1| 1| 1( )T T

k k k k k kK P H HP H R 

                    (17) 

The state estimation value is 

                        +1k k k k k
x x K 

  
 

1 1| 1ˆ ˆ                          (18) 

Here, actual output residuals is +1k k k k
y y

 
 

1 1|
（ )ˆ , 

k k k k k
y Hx R

  
 

1| 1| 1ˆ ˆ . 

The covariance matrix of estimation error is 

                         k k k k
P I K H P

  
 

1 1 1|
( )                     (19) 

The state variable is recursively estimated with STF, by 

(20)-(22) the fundamental frequency, amplitude and phase 

at s
k T( 1)  can be obtained [10]. Fig. 1 is the flowchart 

of the STF-based fundamental phase real-time extracting 

method for single-phase grid voltage. 
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2) The identification of potential fault area 

The steps of fault area location are: 

 Read in the relevant parameters of power supply, lines 

and load for making preparations for the establishment 

of impedance model; 

 Adopt STF for real-time extraction of fundamental 

wave phase and amplitude of phase voltage and current, 

and fast track the power parameters mutation; 

 Establish three phase impedance model according to 

the method introduced in [8]; 

 Calculate the fault feature value E(j) assuming the j
th

 

node is the fault point according to the definition;  

 Begin from the first node to the n
th
 node(the last node 

in the network) to calculate the corresponding fault 

feature values which are respectively defined as 

E(1),E(2)…E(n); 
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 Select three minimum of the values for avoiding 

misjudgments,  and name them respectively as K1, K2 

and K3; 

 Judge out the lines which are connected with the fault 

associated nodes as possible fault lines.  

The detailed flow chart of fault area location is shown as 

Fig. 2. 

Start

end

Using fault type identifying based on HHT and 

neural network, identify the fault phase

Input the data of line,transformer,load and source

Apply STF  to form the impedance matrix Zabc and 

three phase asymmetric node admittance matrix Yabc

Define n is the total number of nodes; m is the 

total number of sources and DG

j=1

i=1

E(j)=0

Assume that the fault occurs at node j

Calculate the fault phase current If(i) and If(i+1)

E(j)=E(j)+err(i)

( )= ( )- ( 1)fj fj
err i I i I i 

i=i+1

j=j+1

Extract three minimum elements in E and 

record their location k1,k2 and k3

The fault area is the line which is 

correlated with the node k1, k2 and k3

Get the fault area

i>m

j>n

Yes

No

No

Yes

  

Fig. 2. Flow chart of fault area location. 

B. Precise Fault Location Method Based on Parameter 

Adaptive Difference Evolutionary Algorithm 

After identifying the possible fault line, the fault 

location needs to be accurately determined. According to 

the above analysis, the fault feature value at actual fault 

point is the smallest. Therefore this method adopts PADEA 

on the judged fault branch to search automatically for the 

fault situation which most matches the fault feature. The 

output is the precise fault location result. 

1) Parameter adaptive differential evolution algorithm 

Compared with traditional artificial intelligence 

algorithm, DE is a direct parallel global search based on 

the population differences and owns the characteristics of 

simple construction and ease of use [11]. However, the 

fixed control parameters setting and mutation strategy 

make the original DE owns the disadvantages such as 

premature and poor convergence effect. Therefore, this 

paper applies PADEA to modify the original fault location 

optimization algorithm. 

The factors of differential evolution algorithm mainly 

include individual fitness function, differential operation 

and parameter settings. Among them, parameter setting is 

the master key in PADEA [12]-[15]. 

(1) Fitness function 

Fitness function is the main criterion for evaluation of 

individual fitness, which is also the criterion for individual 

selection.  

(2) Differential operation 

Assuming that the population size is NP, each 

generation can be represented by NP D-dimensional 

vectors in iteration process as Xi,G(i=1,2…NP). Then 

mutation operation, crossover operation, selection 

operation will be carried out on every individual [12]. 

(3) Parameter settings 

The above three basic differential operations involve 

several parameters which will be respectively introduced in 

the following content. 

① Population size NP 

NP represents the individual number of each population. 

The larger size can make it easier to get optimum value but 

cause longer time for calculation.        

②The largest iterative number G 

The largest iterative number G in this paper is set as 50 

in view of the accuracy and calculation time.   

③Variation factor F 

Aiming at the disadvantages of the fixed variation factor, 

a zoom factor F is adopted which can adjust adaptively 

with the change of differential vector. 

④ Crossover probability CR 

CR is often set as 0.4 through prior knowledge. When 

the value of CR is quite greater, the new individual will 

have a bigger contribution on the individual Ui,G+1. For 

example, when CR=1, Ui,G+1= Vi,G+1, it can improve 

convergence speed; whereas when the value of CR is quite 

smaller, the target vector individual Xi,G will have a bigger 

contribution on the individual Ui,G+1.  

In the algorithm, the variation factor and crossover 

probability which adjust adaptively can achieve the 

dynamic evolution of control parameters to obtain better 

optimization effect, and also reduce the influence caused 

by fixed setting. 

2) The identification of precise fault location  

The steps of precise fault location are: 

① Assume that fault occurred in a point that x  distance 

from the start point of the possible fault line, so it means a 

new (n+1)th node is added as the fault position. 

② Revise the system impedance matrix, because the 

impedance matrix dimension changes from n n3 3  

to n n  3( 1) 3( 1). Also the lengths of the lines also 

need to be change based on the distance x  [8]. 

④ Calculate the fault feature value of the new (n+1)
th
 

node by assuming that the fault location is at the new node; 

⑤ Use PADEA to automatically search the fault 

location with setting the fault distance x  as variables and 
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choosing the fault feature value of the new node as fitness 

function. 

When the searched fault point is closer to the actual fault 

point, the fitness function value is smaller. The final 

location result can be obtained when the fitness function 

value meets the required precision. 

The flow chart of precise fault location is shown in Fig. 

3. 

identify the fault area, and judge 

the fault line L

Assume that the head node and end node of line 

L are respectively node i and node j

establish population of DE and 

initialize parameter

Add new node n+1 on the fault line L

Assume that node n+1 is x away from node 

I (the head node of fault line) , and then the 

distance away from node j is L-x

Modify the self-impedance of noad I,n+1,j 

and the mutual impedance between the 

three nodes

 form the new admittance matrix 

Calculate the fitness function value f

  of node n+1

f<1e-4?mutationcrossoverselection

A new 

generation of 

population

Obtain the precise location result

Yes

No

end

parameter adaptive 

differential evolution algorithm

 

Fig. 3. Flow chart of precise fault location. 

IV. SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION 

A. The Simulation Model 

The method proposed in this paper is tested in an actual 

10 KV substation AiDing in XinJiang. The simulation 

system model is built in Matlab/Simulink, while the 

topological structure is shown as Fig. 4. The total load is 

3.6 MVA, the DG unit capacity and access point is shown 

in Table I, all the DG units account for 47% of the total 

load. The neutral points are grounded through Peterson coil. 

The line and load model respectively adopt π model and 

static constant impedance load model in Simulink. 
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Fig. 4. The topology of simulation model. 

TABLE I: THE CAPACITY AND ACCESS POINT OF DG UNIT 

Name Access 

point 

Capacity 

/MVA 

Name Access 

point 

Capacity 

/MVA 

DG1 50 0.5 DG4 64 0.3 

DG2 41 0.2 DG5 34 0.2 

DG3 24 0.4    

B. Real-Time Extraction of Fundamental Wave Phase 

and Amplitude Based on STF 

Firstly, plural state space description of single phase 

voltage can be built in MATLAB [10]. The initial 

parameters of STF are: state 

variable
T

x    0
0 100 0 0ˆ , estimation error 

covariance matrix g
P eye 10000 * (4,4), process noise 

covariance matrix Q e eye 51 * (4,4) , measurement 

noise covariance matrix R e 31 , forgetting 

factor 0.95  , softening factor   3 . 

For taking signal fluctuation of the power system into 

account, the ability of tracking mutational states is shown 

as Fig. 5 when the system will gradually reach a steady 

state again after a single phase fault occurs at the 38th node 

during t s 0.005 0.015 .  
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Fig. 5. The waveforms of STF when fault occurs at t=0.005~0.015s. 

From Fig. 5, the parameters of the system will change 

and the tracking ability of STF will also become disordered 

when a fault occurs. STF can still track the phase, 

amplitude and frequency of fundamental wave voltage well 
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after the system gradually reaches a steady state again. The 

whole tracking process causes about half cycle to achieve 

smooth tracking state.  

C. The Simulation Results of Fault Location Method 

1) Fault area location results 

Case 1: When a two-phase-grounding fault occurs at the 

28
th
 line, the fault feature value of each node shown in Fig. 

6 can be calculated through MATLAB program according 

to the above analysis.  

 

Fig. 6. Fault feature value of each node when two-phase grounding fault 
occurs at the 28th line 

When a two-phase-grounding fault occurs at the 28
th
 

line, the three identified fault-associated nodes are 

respectively the 12
th
 node, the 13

th
 node and the 35

th
 node. 

According to the node numbers, we can subsequently 

determine that the 28
th
 line and the 29

th
 line are the possible 

fault lines. The fault area can be located confidently.  

Parts of the results of the fault area location are shown in 

Table II.  

TABLE II: F  

Fault type Fault 
line  

Head 
node- 

end node 

identified 
fault 

associated 

node  

possible 
fault line  

Two phase 

grounding 

6 5-6 5,4,6 5,6 

15 9-25 9,25,8 14,15 

38 16-41 16,15,41 37,38 

40 17-18 17,18,42 40,41 

47 47-49 49,51,47 47,49 

46 45-47 47,48,45 45,46 

Three phase 

grounding 

49 49-51 49,51,47 47,49 

38 16-41 41,16,15 37,38 
7 6-20 6,20,7 7,8 

2 2-19 2,19,3 2,3 

12 22-23 22,23,7 11,12 

27 11-12 12,35,11 27,28 

Single 
phase 

grounding 

32 14-37 14,37,39 32,34 
6 5-6 5,6,20 6,7 

50 47-48 47,48,49 47,50 

 

From Table II, we can see that the fault area location 

method based on Fig. 2 can identify the fault branch 

correctly. Quite a large number of simulations in our 

researches show that the method is effective for neutral 

non-grounded system, arc suppression coil grounded 

system and neutral directly grounded system. 

TABLE III:  THE RESULT OF PRECISE FAULT LOCATION  

operation mode Fault type Fault line 
Fault distance 

(km) 

Judged fault 

line 

Location Distance 

(km) 

Absolute Error 

(m) 

Relative Error 

(%) 

directly 

grounded 

Single phase 

grounding 

32 1.2 32,34 1.1596 40.4 1.616 

17 2.14 17,19 2.0942 45.8 0.942 

6 1.3 6,7 1.2845 15.5 0.620 

50 1.4 47,50 1.4597 59.7 2.296 

Two phase 

grounding 

48 2.7 48,49 2.6176 82.4 1.831 

10 1.6 9,10 1.7075 107.5 2.986 

2 1.5 2,3 1.4501 49.9 2.495 

27 1.4 27,28 1.3174 82.6 2.429 

Three phase 

grounding 

13 2 12,13 2.0747 74.7 1.810 

41 1.5 40,41 1.4152 84.8 3.029 

7 1.7 6,7 1.6475 52.5 1.500 

49 1.84 47,49 1.7493 90.7 2.362 

26 2.5 26,27 2.3972 102.8 2.056 

neutral non-

grounded 

Two phase 

grounding 

6 1.2 5,6 1.1834 16.6 0.664 

15 1.8 14,15 1.9648 164.8 5.493 

28 1.8 28,29 1.9312 131.2 3.453 

38 1.6 37,38 1.7413 141.3 4.037 

Three phase 

grounding 

40 1.9 40,41 1.8328 67.2 1.723 

47 1.4 47,49 1.2675 132.5 5.520 

60 1.2 60,61 1.4356 235.6 7.363 

arc suppression 

coil grounded 

Two phase 

grounding 

49 2.1 47,49 1.9981 101.9 2.654 

38 1.7 37,38 1.8247 124.7 3.563 

41 1.4 41,42 1.4598 59.8 2.136 

7 1.8 7,8 1.6662 133.8 3.823 

Three phase 

grounding 

2 1.8 2,3 1.7624 37.6 1.253 

12 1 11,12 1.1241 124.1 6.894 

27 1.8 27,28 1.9132 113.2 3.329 

19 0.9 17,19 0.7463 153.7 8.089 
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2) Fault precise location results 

Then a precise fault location should be further achieved 

by utilizing a method, which is based on PADEA.  

The obtained fault precise location results are shown in 

Table III. 

From Table III, a number of simulation results show that 

the fault location method in distribution network with DG 

based on PADEA and the fault feature presented in this 

paper has high precision under three-phase impedance 

model. When the fault point is close to the main power 

supply, the result is better. The absolute error is within 

100m. When the fault point is much  farther  away from  

the  main  power  system,  results  are  poorer,  but the  

absolute  error  is  within 400m. It is found in our research 

that the fault location effect are both correlated with the 

distance between fault line and the main power supply and 

with the grounding resistance.  

Compared with traditional differential evolution 

algorithm, this paper mainly improves the parameter 

settings for the variation factor F and the crossover 

probability CR. Table IV shows the comparison results of 

the fault location through different algorithms. 

TABLE IV: COMPARISON TABLE OF FAULT LOCATION RESULTS 

Operation mode Fault type 
Fault 
line 

Fault 

distance 

(km) 

Fixed F and CR Adaptive F and CR 
Location 

Result (km) 
Iterations 

Location 

Result (km) 
Iterations 

Directly grounded 

single phase grounding 1 1.5 1.4527 26 1.4544 22 

Two phase grounding 
8 
26 

1.3 
2.0 

1.4197 
1.7852 

24 
29 

1.3785 

1.8967 

25 

25 

Three phase grounding 
3 
41 

1.4 
1.5 

1.2119 
1.2987 

28 
48 

1.2474 

1.4152 

28 

36 

Neutral non-grounded 

Two phase grounding 
6 

15 

1.2 

1.8 

1.0367 

2.0801 

38 

42 

1.1834 

1.9648 

31 

40 

Three phase grounding 
40 

47 

1.9 

1.4 

1.6548 

1.0991 

43 

39 

1.8328 

1.2675 

35 

35 

Arc suppression coil 

grounded 

Two phase grounding 
1 

27 

1.2 

1.3 

1.2016 

1.1904 

28 

46 

1.2001 

1.2642 

27 

38 

Three phase grounding 
12 

28 

1.0 

1.6 

1.2430 

1.3761 

38 

43 

1.1241 

1.4595 

32 

35 

 

From Table IV, the simulation results show that fault 

location method based on PADEA can achieve more 

precise fault location. Meanwhile, compared with the fixed 

parameter differential evolution algorithm PADEA can 

adjust the value of F and CR adaptively; obtain more 

accurate location result. Also the iteration number is 

decreased which means that the calculation time is shorter. 

This is because that it can adjust adaptively with the 

change of differential vector and better enrich the diversity 

of the variation vector. Also the crossover probability CR 

adjusts adaptively with the change of individual fitness 

value increment. CR will speed up the convergence under 

the condition of better fitness value. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a fault location method based on 

STF and PADEA for increasing the accuracy of fault 

location method. The fault area location method is adopted 

to search for the node with minimum fault feature value 

and locate the fault area after finishing the establishment of 

impedance model using the data calculated through STF. 

Then PADEA is applied to reduce the number of iterations 

and improve the location accuracy in the precise location 

section. Besides, this method can avoid the introduction of 

the asynchronous sampling error at measurement points 

and have a sound theoretical foundation. Simulation results 

in MATLAB/Simulink show that the method proposed in 

this paper has advantages of achieving high accuracy and 

better robustness. 
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